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If you catch this bloke on the course make sure
he keeps the reindeer away from the greens.
=============
You may have noticed the 2 large black water
tanks next to the 2nd tee. This means we can now
hold an additional 50,000 litres of water, bringing
the total to around 160,000 which should get us
through any future droughts.
Thank you to Meridian Energy for donating the
tanks, Jose Bryant for being cheeky enough to ask
for them, Murray Adams for borrowing his work
truck to move them, Webster Drilling for allowing
him to pinch the truck for a morning & Boyd
Atkinson for sorting out and installing the
necessary pipework.
=============

Not your average golf cart.
=============
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Following requirements from NZ Golf the Match
Committee has decided that from last weekend
onward Net Medal & Gross competition rounds
will be loaded as a “Tournament Score”. These
scores will continue to impact your handicap, for
better or worse, in the same way that they
always have. The difference is that should you
enter an elite tournament or some tournaments
with rich prize pools you will have a record of
Tournament Scores. It is all designed to beat the
burglars. Full details can be found here
http://www.golf.co.nz/uploads/Explanation%20o
f%20tournament%20scores2.pdf
and
here
http://www.golf.co.nz/uploads/T%20score%20FA
Q2.pdf Good luck staying awake reading this
stuff.
=============
Just a reminder, that over the next few weeks
organised golf and the opening of the bar will
only be done at the pleasure of any present
committee members – so be nice to us.
=============
This is a great time of year to introduce your
friends to our course, bring them out and show
them how wonderful it is!
=============
Merry Christmas from the Committee and
Management of the club. Here’s hoping summer
arrives soon and stays for a while.
=============
=============
The guys at Prodrive tell me they have the latest
Taylormade RSI irons & apparel, Ping G30 irons,
Wilson D200 range, Mizuno JPX irons plus lots
more in stock. They are open all through the
holiday season apart from Xmas & New Years
days. Drop in and see them and they will look
after you.
=============
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